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We were on one side of the river and we set
ourselves a goal: reaching the other side…

1. Who We Are

eosconsulting.com

EOS is the result of the combination of its own history and the ability to continue to investigate the here and
now in order to get us prepared for the future, starting from today: this is the EOS’ model. EOS was founded
and is being led by excellent professionals with expertise and knowledge which are unique on the market.
They are able to approach and anticipate their clients’ real needs, providing innovative and dedicated
solutions.
EOS is an expertise hub which gathers primary professions, and which is constantly evolving thanks to the
training and profile specializations which allow it to operate. Such profiles are, for instance, Technical
Advisors, Project & Construction Managers, Business Development Advisors, Engineers and Technical
Experts.
Through this studying and development path, EOS continues to fuel its ability to foresee its clients’ future
needs so as to innovate and trigger change and flexibility mechanisms, including those related to the
adaptation to new business needs. In this regard, the operative Team’s constant evolution allows it to
predict and seize market opportunities and, therefore, to continually consolidate EOS’ culture.
The human value, dedication and professionalism of its Team together with the daily cooperation and
sharing of expertise allow EOS to promote innovation and change, enabling it to create integrated solutions
that contribute to the building of an increasingly sustainable future.
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EOS Consulting is an
Advisory Firm
specialized in the
Energy, Real Estate &
Infrastructure sectors,
which has been in
business for more
than 25 years, and
which was founded on
a guiding principle:
using knowledge as a
tool to improve.

2. Sectors and Services >>
Dedicated solutions
and concrete and
tangible contributions
by virtue of personal
commitment

2.1 Sector >> ENERGY

The international and national energy sectors have been significantly evolving over the last fifteen years.
Such evolutions concern the ambitious goal of carrying out a progressive transition from conventional
production systems to power plants powered by renewable sources, in order to combine the need to fulfill
the growing global energy requirements with the respect for nature and the protection of the environment,
pursuing an ethically and economically sustainable approach.

In this scenario, EOS has taken on the ambitious energy challenge that the world is facing, driven by the
profound awareness that contributing to creating a more sustainable world is not a utopian objective but a
real opportunity and a duty which every individual is called to fulfill.

eosconsulting.com
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To this end, the recent European energy policies have allowed the creation of support programs starting
from international protocols and agreements which are spread out over a number of years. These programs
have allowed the development of the whole renewable energy sector and, therefore, the proliferation of
installations powered by alternative energies. At the same time, producers and users have developed an
ever-increasing green consciousness.

Contributing to improve the situation of the environment we live in is possible and EOS has committed itself
to this in the energy sector putting its most brilliant minds’ work to the service of the main actors of this
field, since the very beginning. It has done so by establishing its presence on the market overtime with
enthusiasm, creativity, dynamism, expertise and professionalism, but also with a lively spirit of evolution,
learning, research and improvement that has always driven the work of EOS’ top professionals.
In this respect, since 2007, EOS has played a significant technical advisory role for Italy’s first wind
installations and, later on, it has expanded its activities in the photovoltaic sector, profiting from the
particularly favorable environment promoted by the first incentive decrees. As a result of these decrees,
between 2009 and 2012, there was a remarkable increase in the number of photovoltaic installations in the
country. In this context, EOS has always provided its clients with complete advisory services related to the
entire supply chain. Over the years and until today, EOS has expanded and constantly consolidated its
presence in the energy field in a decisive way, offering support for the main market operations both in the
photovoltaic and wind sectors through multifaceted, multidisciplinary, informed and integrated assistance.
Moreover, EOS has opened up to the new economic and cultural opportunities resulting from a renewed
awareness in the hydroelectric field and the rising biomass and biogas sectors, supporting its clients during
the first operations ever recorded on the Italian market. It has also embraced the new stimuli from the
ambitious strategic scenarios promoted at a European and national level by the 2030 European Climate and
Energy Framework, the 2030 National Integrated Energy and Climate Plan and SEN (National Energy
Strategy).

eosconsulting.com
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Deep knowledge of
project, building and
management
processes acquired
from our 25 years’
experience.

2. Sectors and Services >>

eosconsulting.com

2.2 Services

EOS Consulting has structured its own organization so as to best meet its Clients’ needs and offer
increasingly tailored and professional services which are highly specialized and can be applied to various
fields, from the Energy to the Real Estate & Infrastructure sectors, always valuing the experiences and skills
acquired through its different collaborations.
EOS is structured in five Business Units based on the respective areas of consulting: Technical Advisory,
Project & Construction Management, Business Development Advisory, Engineering & Technical
Assessment and Financial Services.
The proposed activities range from technical consultancy for the purpose of verifying a project’s financial
viability and evaluating the prerequisites for the sustainability of investments, to the monitoring, validation
and direct management of the project phases related to the engineering and implementation of the
transformation and development processes.
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EOS Consulting is
structured in five
Business Units based
on the respective areas
of consulting: Technical
Advisory, Project &
Construction
Management,
Business Development
Advisory, Engineering
& Technical
Assessment and
Financial Services

2. Sectors and Services >>

eosconsulting.com

2.2.1 Technical Advisory

As a Technical Advisor in the Energy and Real Estate & Infrastructure sectors, EOS has a broadspectrum preparedness and a high level of specialization thanks to the professional experience
acquired in both sectors where it has provided Technical Due Diligence and Project Monitoring to
numerous clients, both Financial Institutions/Banks and Institutional Investors, as part of
investment processes such as financing and/or Merger & Acquisition operations.
In this regard, EOS carries out the Technical Due Diligence analysis in order to verify and ensure the
reliability and feasibility of the initiative’s technical profiles. In particular, EOS develops the analysis
of the state-of-the-art intervention, whether this is in the development phase, in the
implementation phase or already finished and in operation. Such examination is carried out to
identify every possible issue that could impact the intervention’s sustainability, supporting the
Client during the overall assessment of the initiative.
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EOS Consulting is able to provide
complete and integrated support
services during all the phases of
a development project; from the
preliminary analysis of technical,
administrative, economic and
financial feasibility to the direct
management of all the phases of
the implementation and delivery
of the operation, making sure to
always stick to the time and cost
estimates of the operations and
expected performances.

Technical Advisory. The Technical Due Diligence.

EOS also provides its Clients with Project Monitoring services related to the construction and operation phases. More specifically:
of the implementation phase with the aim of checking the quality of the works carried out, the consistency of the project with
• monitoring
the sectorial legislation, the verification of the Building Progress and the respect of the time schedule agreed on with the Contractor;
the operation phase to verify that the operating performances, revenue and expenses resulting from the intervention are
• monitoring
consistent with the Business Plan estimates and that any possible technical issue that arose has been properly handled within the scope
of the maintenance and management activities.
In the Technical Advisory field and in the Energy and Real Estate & Infrastructure sectors, EOS also takes care of the property valuation of the
intervention in relation to financial, insurance and market operations.

eosconsulting.com
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The Technical Due Diligence services include the following activities:
the verification of compliance with urban designing and building and environmental compliance of the works as well as the verification of
• technical
administrative procedures;
the
verification
project setup and of the state of maintenance of the intervention;
• the assessment ofandthethecorrect
possible revision of the main project data concerning both the construction and maintenance phase, with special
• attention to the completeness
of the services provided to the Client and to the related service guarantees.
the
verification
of
the
adequacy
intervention time schedule and the appropriateness of the development costs;
• the independent assessment ofofthethetarget
market and the operational and functional performances achievable over time, during the
• project.
• the analysis of the technical and economic elements of the initiative.

2. Sectors and Services >>

eosconsulting.com

2.2.2 Project & Construction Management

As a Project & Construction Manager in the Energy, Real Estate & Infrastructure sectors and in the context of
different multidisciplinary and complex projects, EOS Consulting carries out all the designing activities
related to the executive phases of implementation, coordination and audit of an intervention, in order to
monitor the consistency of time spent and costs with the corresponding estimates.
A reliable and rigorous monitoring of the different processes allows our clients to constantly check on the
project, to respect the Client’s needs and, during the works, to verify the quality of the construction phase
in relation to the budget planned so as to avoid delays and unforeseen changes in costs.
Acting on behalf of the Client in the context of Project & Construction Management in the Energy and Real
Estate & Infrastructure sectors, EOS operates as a specialized interface which manages the relationships
between the professionals responsible for the implementation of the interventions, including the
contractualization and second-level audit of the work execution, up to the testing and verification of the
practicability of the works and of the plants’ performance.
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EOS Consulting carries
out all the designing
activities of the
executive phases of an
intervention’s
coordination and
audit with the
purpose of monitoring
the consistency of
time spent and costs
with the
corresponding
estimates.

In particular, EOS manages:
identification and analytic structuring of all the activities needed to develop the intervention;
• the
creation of an activities’ schedule, highlighting the connections between the different elements of the project and analyzing the
• the
resources needed to carry out the intervention;
the review of the executive design developed by the Client aimed at verifying the compliance with the reference technical standards and
• best
practices in the sector, the actual optimization of the performance and the conformity with the approved project;
support
in the negotiation phase of construction and maintenance contracts;
• the coordination
and management of the actors involved in the construction of the works, from suppliers to contractors and
• professionals in charge
of specific activities, also through a constant on-site presence during the construction phase;
the management of the customizations required by the Client and the standardization of the processes of performance variation and
• verification
of the related costs;
monitoring
of
the construction costs upon final balance and verifying and approving possible incidental expenses;
• the coordination
and/or application of functional and performance tests for the project acceptance phases.
•

eosconsulting.com
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Project & Construction Management. Main activities.

2. Sectors and Services >>

eosconsulting.com

2.2.3 Business Development Advisory Services

As an Business Development Advisor in the Energy and Real Estate & Infrastructure sectors, EOS Consulting
carries out all the Client’s support activities, from the first preliminary phases aimed at guaranteeing the
identification and assessment of the investment opportunities and the proper development of the valuation
process’ execution phases in compliance with the expected timelines, costs and financial performances. All
of this is done with the constant supervision of the intervention up to the final stages of the project’s
completion.
The management of investments in both real estate/infrastructure assets and the renewable energy sector
is the result of the combination of experience and professionalism concerning management, financial,
economic and engineering practices applied to valuation processes, with the purpose of providing the
highest level of service for the entire life cycle (designing, construction, implementation, functioning and
management), with regard to the performance, re-qualification and adaptation targets.
The Business Development Advisory activity in the Energy and Real Estate & Infrastructure sectors
represents the sum of technical and financial skills and allows us to assist our Clients with the management
of the entire valuation process which aims at synergistically and efficiently achieving the best results
possible.
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EOS Consulting carries
out all the Client’s
support activities, from
the first preliminary
phases aimed at
guaranteeing the
identification and
assessment of the
investment
opportunities and the
proper development of
the valuation process’
execution phases, with a
constant supervision of
the intervention, up to
the final stages of the
project’s completion.

Advisory on Business Development. Main services.

C O N F I D E N T I A L

In particular, the following are the services we provide:
in the identification and definition of the best valuation strategies for portfolios and development and investment projects;
• assistance
analysis and technical-economical feasibility studies aimed at identifying the most adequate performance strategy
• preliminary
to maximize results;
concept and management of the product definition phases, and the achievement of the targets identified in the business plan;
• project
management
of the various development/valuation, monitoring and reporting phases;
• coordination and
management of all the different kinds of actors involved in the investment projects;
• monitoring and control
all the phases of the valuation process, aimed at the early detection of issues and the assessment of the
• appropriate interventionofarrangements
to minimize risks.

eosconsulting.com
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2.2.4 Engineering & Technical Assessment
EOS Consulting provides its Clients with Engineering & Technical Assessment services
in the Real Estate & Infrastructure sectors, from urban design (aimed at defining the
implementation tools’ technical content) to the project profiles necessary to define
the intervention in everyone of its sections and details, following the reference rules
and regulations.

C O N F I D E N T I A L

EOS Consulting provides its
Clients with specialized
technical design services, from
urban design (aimed at
defining the implementation
tools’ technical content) to the
project profiles necessary to
define the intervention in
everyone of its sections and
details, following the
reference rules and
regulations.
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EOS also provides all the necessary audit, supervision and construction management services in the executive and handover phases.
In particular, the provided professional activities are the following:
design for the urban, infrastructure, transport, civil, structural/geotechnical and power plants sectors and the designing of the
• integrated
intervention’s master plan;
authorizing of the design with the identification of the administrative requirements and the design of the construction site;
• complete
the
drawing
up of specialized technical studies, project validations and specialized technical assessments;
• the implementation
auditing activities aiming at identifying possible malfunctions that might affect the intervention’s performance;
• parametric budgetingofand
estimation of the works;
• advisory on eco-sustainableanalytic
• the construction process; construction and design related to energy performance certificates and the environmental sustainability of
• design validation aimed at verifying the completeness and consistency of the design process, the congruity of prices and the adequacy of
time schedules;
consultancy for the assessment of adequate insurance coverage needs and/or opportunities;
• insurance
management with bookkeeping and audit of the site management;
• construction
coordination in the design and implementation phases;
• security
testing
and
management of the activities aimed at the delivery of the projects;
• technical consultancy
on investigations for judicial and arbitration procedures.
•

2. Sectors and Services >>
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2.2.5 Financial Services

EOS Consulting provides its Clients with all Financial Services in the Energy and Real Estate & Infrastructure
sectors which are related to the drawing up of feasibility studies and the development of business plans
aiming at creating and developing entrepreneurial initiatives in different economic sectors. Thanks to its
twenty-year experience with the main national subsidized tools, EOS assists its clients with their relations
with Managing Authorities, after verifying that the required conditions are satisfied. EOS helps them both in
the presentation and assessment of the project submitted and in the following phase of investment
implementation, reporting and technical and administrative monitoring.
In particular, EOS takes care of the following activities:
up of feasibility studies and the development of business plans aimed at creating and
• drawing
developing economic initiatives in different economic sectors.
the client with financialization initiatives, including through state-facilitated sources;
• supporting
with
particular
reference to state-facilitated sources, technical assistance in the application for
• financial incentives
and in all the different phases of assessment, implementation and granting of
such incentives.
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EOS Consulting
provides its Clients
with all the services
related to the drawing
up of feasibility
studies and the
development of
business plans aiming
at creating and
developing
entrepreneurial
initiatives in different
economic sectors.
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3.GALLERY FOCUS ENERGY

3.1 Main Clients & Sponsors

3 NEW | 9REN ASSET | A+F GREEN | ABACUS FUND | ABANTIA | ACCADEMIA SGR | ACEA | ACTELIOS - FALCK | ADENIUM CAPITAL | AES SOLAR | AF GREEN |
ALEPH CAPITAL | ALEPH SGR | AMPLIO ENERGY | ANTIN SOLAR INVESTMENT SPA | ARDIAN | ARPINGE| ASI | ASTALDI | AUSTRO INVESTMENTS | BARRICALLA
| BEGHELLI | BELVEDERE | BESTER GENERACION | BFUTURA | BIOGREEN ENERGY | BLUE ELEPHANT | BNP PARIBAS SGR | BNP RE PROPERTY MANAGEMENT
ITALY | BUILDING ENERGY | BYOM | CALYPSO ENGINEERING | CAM | CAPITAL STAGE | CASTELLO SGR | CCC | CHINA SUNENERGY | CIC | CITY LIFE | CMB |
CLERE AG | COBAR | COGIP | CONI SERVIZI | CONTOUR GLOBAL | CONVERT ITALIA | CPL CONCORDIA | CUBICO | DAUNIA WIND GROUP | DUFENERGY |
DYNAMICA | ECOSUNTEK | EDF ÉLECTRICITÉ FRANCIA | EDF EN ITALIA | EDS INFRASTRUTTURE | EF SOLARE ITALIA | EGL ITALIA | EGP-ENEL GREEN POWER |
ELECTRAWINDS NV/SA | ELETTROSTUDIO ENERGIA | ENCAVIS | ENERGETICA | ENERGIA&NATURA | ENERGY MANAGEMENT SERVICES | ENERQOS |
ENERVENTI | ENFINITY | EOS INVESTMENT MANAGEMENT | ERGYCAPITAL | ERICSSON | ET SOLUTION | EUROPE SOLAR UTILITY | EUROPEAN ENERGY | F2I |
FERA | FIRST RESERVE CORP. | FIRST SOLAR | FONDAMENTA SGR | FONDAZIONE FIERA MILANO | FORESIGHT GROUP | FORVEI | FOTOWATIO | FRI-EL GREEN
POWER | GASCOM RENEW | GDF SUEZ | GESTAMP REN | GLENNMONT | GRUPPO BKW ENERGIE | GRUPPO MARGHERITA | GRUPPO TOZZI | GRUPPO ZONIN |
GWM | HANERGY | HELEXIA | HUASING TRADING INVESTMENT LIMITED | KGALL | ICG - INTERMEDIATE CAPITAL GROUP |IDROEMILIA | INFRASTRUTTURE |
INVESTIRE SGR | ISOLUX CORSAN | JUWI | LEITWIND AG | MARGHERITA | MARTIFER SOLAR | MUSEO DELLA SCIENZA E TECNOLOGIA | NEXT ENERGY | NORD
IDRA SRL | NOVENERGIA | OBTON | OCTOPUS | OPDE | ORIGIS NV | PARCHEGGI ITALIA | PESSINA COSTRUZIONI | PIACENTINI COSTRUZIONI | PLT ENERGIA |
POLIS FONDI SGR |PRELIOS SGR | PROFOND | PROTHEA | QUERCUS INVESTMENT PARTNERS | RAMBOLL | REAM SGR | RENEXIA | RFI | RISEN | RWE INNOGY
GMBH | SAMSUNG | SAVILLS SGR | SCS | SERENISSIMA SGR | SIEMENS | SMM | SOLAR VENTURES | SOLARIG | SOLAR-INVESTMENT G. | SOLTER | SONNEDIX
| SORGENTE GROUP SGR | SPIG ENERGIA | SUN CITY ITALIA | SUNEDISON | SUNGEM HOLDING ITALY SPA | SUSI PARTNERS | TAGES CAPITAL | TALESUN SOLAR
SOLUTION | TAN HOLDING | TECNIS | TELMO | TERMOMECCANINCA WIND | TOTO HOLDING | TRINA SOLAR | VEGATEC | VEI CAPITAL | VIRIDIS | WHYSOL
INVESTMENT | WPD ITALIA | WRM

eosconsulting.com
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AAREAL BANK | AGRILEASING | APOLLO CAPITAL MANAGEMENT | BANCA IMI | BANCA INTESA SAN PAOLO | BANCA POP BARI | BANCO BPM | BANCO
SANTANDER | BAYERN LB | BBVA | BNL | BNP PARIBAS | BPER | BPM | CA-CIB | CDP | CRÉDIT AGRICOLE | CREDIT AGRICOLE CORPORATE & INVESTMENT
BANK | CREVAL | GE | HSBC | HYPOTHEKENBANK FRANKFURT | ICCREA | ING BANK | ING NV | LA CAIXA | LBBW | MEDIOCREDITO ITALIANO | MPSCS |
NATIXIS SA | NORD/LB | SACE | SANTANDER GROUP | SOCIÉTÉ GÉNÉRALE | SPARKASSE | SUMITOMO–SMBC | UBI | UBS | UGF MERCHANT | UNICREDIT

3.2 WIND Remarkable Projects in a nutshell
Alerion Clean Power

Project Alerion| Basilicata, Campania, Sardegna| Italy

Client > Alerion Clean Power S.p.A.
SPV > Different SPVs
Plants amount > No 3
Global capacity > 120 MWp

Activity > TDD analyses and technical services - M&A acquisition process

Whysol Investments

Project Elce|Puglia| Italy

Client > Whysol Investments
SPV > Elce Energia
Plants amount > No 1
Global capacity > 24 MWp

Activity > TDD analyses and technical services - M&A acquisition process

Alerion Clean Power [Wind – E&TA]

Alerion Portfolio| Several Regions| Italy, Spain, Bulgaria

Client > Alerion Clean Power S.p.A.
Plants amount > No 17
Global capacity > 564,3 MWp

Activity > Life assessment analysis of the Wind portfolio.

[Wind – M&A Buyer]

eosconsulting.com
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[Wind – M&A Buyer]

2020

Tages Capital

Project Aurora|Calabria| Italy

Client > Tages Capital S.p.A.
SPV > Piano San Biagio
Plants amount > No 1
Global capacity > 30 MWp

Activity > TDD analyses and technical services - M&A acquisition process

Glennmont Partners [Wind-PCM]

Andali Project| Calabria Region | Italy

Client > Glennmont Partners
SPV > Andali Energia S.r.l.
Plants amount > No 1
Global capacity > 36 MWp

Activity > Monitoring of the worksite over the construction, with particular focus
on the implementation of the WTGs’ foundations. Definition of the testing
procedures and monitoring of the relevant phase.

Tages Capital [Wind – M&A Buyer]

Project Moulin Verde – Renvico | Different Regions | Italy

Sponsor > Tages Capital S.p.A.
SPV > Different SPVs
Plants amount > No 17
Global capacity > 422 MWp

Activity > TDD analysis and technical services during the tender procedure M&A acquisition process - Buy-side.

FriEL Green Power [Wind – Finance]

Campidano Project | Sardinia Region | Italy

Sponsor > FriEL Green Power
Lenders > BPM
Plants amount > No 1
Global capacity > 70 MWp

Activity > Financing of a wind far m already in operation sized about 70 MWp.

eosconsulting.com
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[Wind – M&A Buyer]

2019-2020

Natixis SA, BNL, MPS

Tozzi Green [Wind – Finance]

Eolo Project | Sicily and Puglia Region | Italy

Sponsor > Tozzi Green
SPV > Different SPVs
Lenders > Natixis SA, BNL, MPS
Plants amount > No 3
Global capacity > 52,5 MWp

Activity > Financing of a 3 Wind Farms already in operation sized about 52,5
MWp.

FriEL Green Power [Wind - Finance]

FriEL ColleSannita Project | Campania Region | Italy

Sponsor > FriEL Green Power
SPV > Golden FriEL Colle Sannita
Plants amount > No 1
Global capacity > 28,6 MWp

Activity > Financing of 1 onshore wind farm.

Daunia Ascoli - Daunia Savignano
[Wind - Finance]

Daunia Project | Puglia and Campania Region | Italy

eosconsulting.com

2019

2019

Activity > Financing of a 2 Wind Farms already in operation sized about 132
MWP
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Sponsor > Daunia Ascoli - Daunia
Savignano companies of 3NEW and
Margherita
SPV > Daunia Ascoli and Daunia
Savignano
Plants amount > No 2
Global capacity > 132 MWp

2019

Flipper [Wind – M&A]

Flipper Project | Sicily Region | Italy

Client > Glennmont Partners
SPV > Minerv Messina
Plants amount > No 1
Global capacity > 42 MWp

Activity > Acquisition of a wind farm already in operation sized about 42 MWp

Ardian-Ariel [Wind – M&A]

Monte Grighine Wind Farm Project | Sardinia Region, Italy

Client > Ardian
Plants amount > No 1
Global capacity > 99,8 MWp

Activity > TDD for acquisition of 1 wind farm already in operation

Glennmont Partners [Wind – M&A]

Andali Project| Calabria Region | Italy

Sponsor > European Energy A/S
Glennmont Partners
SPV > Andali Energia S.r.l.
Plants amount > No 1
Global capacity > 36 MWp

Activity >
Step 1 Acquisition of 1 onshore wind farm.
Step 2 Financing of 1 onshore wind farm.

PLT – Banzi Project

Onshore wind farm projects ready to build
Basilicata Region - Potenza Province | Italy

Client > PLT Energia
Lenders > UBI Banca S.p.A.
SPV > Veronagest Wind 127 S.r.l.
Veronagest Wind 149 S.r.l.
[Gruppo Veronagest]
Plants amount > No 2
Global capacity > 52 MWp
eosconsulting.com

2019

2019

2019

Activity > TDD for acquisition of 2 wind farms ready to build.
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[Wind - M&A]

2019

3.3 PV Remarkable Projects in a nutshell

eosconsulting.com

WRM - Luce [PV – Finance]

Luce Project | Different Regions, Italy

Sponsor > WRM Capital
Plants amount > No 84
Global capacity > 89 MWp

Activity > Financing of an asset composed by 84 plants financed in leasing

NextEnergy – Polaris

Polaris Project | Different Regions, Italy

2019

2019

[PV – M&A]
Client > NextEnergy Capital
Plants amount > No 15
Global capacity > 15,2 MWp

Activity > M&A acquisition process of a portfolio composed by 15 PV plants in
operation for a total power of about 15,2 MWp

Viridis [PV – Finance]

Victoria Project | Emilia Romagna and Marche Regions, Italy

Sponsor > Viridis Energie
Plants amount > No 12
Global capacity > 18 MWp

Activity > TDD for refinancing of 12 PV plants in Emilia Romagna and Marche
Regions, for a total power of 18 MWp

Ardian-Ariel [PV – M&A]

PV plants pipeline Project | Lazio and Apulia Region, Italy

Client > Ardian
Plants amount > No 2
Global capacity > 18,5 MWp

Activity > TDD for acquisition of 2 PV plants already in operation

Who We Are > Sectors and Services > Gallery [PV Remarkable Projects in a nutshell]
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2019

Blue Elephant [PV – M&A]

Apricus Project | Italy

Client > BEEGO GmbH
Plants amount > No 7
Global capacity > 26 MWp

Activity > M&A acquisition process of a portfolio composed by No 7 PV Plants in
operation, for a total power of 26 MWp

2018-2019

Banco BPM S.p.A., Bayerische Landesbank, BNP Paribas, CA-CIB, SoGen, UBI

ContourGlobal [PV – Finance]

Sunshine Project | Different Regions, Italy

Sponsor > ContourGlobal
Plants amount > No 43
Global capacity > 65 MWp

Activity > TDD Refinancing for a portfolio composed by No 43 PV plants in
operation for a total power of 65 MWp

F2i – RTR [PV – M&A Buyer]

Galileo - Step 1 | Different Regions - Italy

Buyer > F2i SGR
Vendor > Terra Firma
Plants amount > No 130 total
Global capacity > 333,5 MWp

Activity > TDD Acquisition for RTR of 130 PV plants for a total power of about
333,5 MWp

2018-2019

UBI Banca, Credit Agricole, ING Bank, Banca IMI, BNP Paribas, CdP, Societe Generale, BBVA, Banco BPM

eosconsulting.com

F2i – RTR [PV – Refin]

Galileo - Step 2 | Different Regions - Italy

Buyer > F2i SGR
Vendor > Terra Firma

Activity > TDD Refinancing (contextually to the M&A operation by the Sponsor)
of RTR-Galileo portfolio, composed by 130 PV plants located in several Regions in
Italy, for a total power of about 333,5 MWp

Who We Are > Sectors and Services > Gallery [PV Remarkable Projects in a nutshell]

2018
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2018

EF SOLARE [PV – M&A Buyer]

ECONERGY Project | Different Regions - Italy

Client > EF Solare Italia
Plants amount > No 30 total
Global capacity > 34 MWp

Activity > TDD for acquisition off PV portfolio composed by 30 PV plants for a
total power of 34 MWp

2018 - 2019

Unicredit, Credit Agricole, ING Bank, Banca IMI, BNP Paribas, CdP

EF SOLARE [PV – Refi]

KOSMOS - FACILITY A Project | Different Regions - Italy

Client > EF Solare Italia
Plants amount > No 100 total
Global capacity > 308 MWp

Activity > TDD refinancing Kosmos 1 Project, for a portfolio of No 100 PV plants
in operation and subsidized under different Conto Energia, for a total power of
about 308 MWp

2017-2018

Unicredit, Credit Agricole, ING Bank, Banca IMI, BNP Paribas, CdP

EF SOLARE [PV – Refi]

KOSMOS - FACILITY B Project | Different Regions - Italy

Client > EF Solare Italia
Plants amount > No 33 total
Global capacity > 95 MWp

Activity > TDD refinancing Kosmos 2 Project – composed by No 33 PV plants for
a total power of about 95 MWp

Banca IMI, Banco BPM, Banco Santander, Bayerische Landesbank, BNP Paribas, MedioCredito Italiano, MPS Capital
Services Banca per le Imprese, Société Générale, Unione di Banche Italiane, Unicredit.

eosconsulting.com

Tages Capital SGR [PV – Refi]

“Flash Gordon” and “Grape” Projects| Italy

Client > Tages Capital SGR
SPV > Different SPVs
Plants amount > No 80 total
Global capacity > 101 MWp

Activity > “Flash Gordon” composed of 29 photovoltaic plants, for a total power
equal to about 46MW and “Grape” composed of 51 photovoltaic plants, for a
total power equal to about 55 MWp, located in several Italian Region

Who We Are > Sectors and Services > Gallery [PV Remarkable Projects in a nutshell]
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2018 - 2019

Sonnedix [PV – Refinancing]

COPERNICUS Project | Different Regions - Italy

Client > Sonnedix Italia
SPV > Different SPVs
Plants amount > No 23 total
Global capacity > 47,36 MWp

Activity > TDD refinancing of Copernicus Portfolio composed by No 23 PV plants
for a global power of 47,3 MWp

Tages Capital SGR [PV – Refi]

AUGUSTA Projects| Sicily - Italy

Sponsor > Tages Capital SGR
SPV > Different SPVs
Plants amount > No 6 total
Global capacity > 4,8 MWp

Activity > TDD refinancing of Augusta Portfolio composed by No 6 PV plants for a
global power of 4,8 MWp

2018

2018

UBI Banca, Unicredit, Banca IMI, BNP Paribas, Societe Generale, Banco BPM, Bayerische Landesbank, Banco Santander,
Intesa San Paolo, MPS, Mediocredito Italiano

eosconsulting.com

ARTE ORTO Projects| Sicily - Italy

Sponsor > Tages Capital SGR
SPV > Different SPVs
Plants amount > No 11 total
Global capacity > 16 MWp

Activity > TDD refinancing of Arte Orto Portfolio composed by No 11 PV
greenhouse plants for a global power of 16 MWp

2018
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Tages Capital SGR [PV – Refi]

Who We Are > Sectors and Services > Gallery [PV Remarkable Projects in a nutshell]
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INFO AND CONTACT

www.eosconsulting.com

ROME | V.le dell'Aeronautica, 61– 00144 Italy | P. +39 06 2326 01 81
ROME | V.le Torre Maura, 81 - 00169 Italy | P. +39 06 2326 01 81
MILAN | Via Giorgio Giulini, 2 - 20123 Italy | P. +39 02 0061 99 00

C O N F I D E N T I A L

info@eosconsulting.com

